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“Using molecules found in lake mud to examine temperature change in the Siberian Arctic: lessons from the past and future outlook”

Organic molecules (lipids) preserved in lake or ocean sediments provide information on Earth’s past life (plants, microbes, algae, bacteria, etc). This talk will examine ancient molecules from the mud of Lake El’gygytgyn, which is located in arctic Siberia, that span the past 3.6 million years. During this interval, Earth’s climate has naturally shifted between relatively warm periods (like today) and ice ages when globally temperature were lower and ice sheets expanded to cover much of the land in the northern high latitudes. At Lake El’gygytgyn, molecules from plants and bacteria are used to reconstruct past temperature variability. A focus of the talk will be on understanding Arctic climate during naturally occurring past warm periods when conditions were similar to or even warmer than today, and on how the past can be used to inform the future.
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